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Abstract
Two types of matrix Lie algebras are presented. We make use of the ﬁrst loop algebra
to obtain a new (1 + 1)-dimensional integrable discrete hierarchy, which generalizes a
result given by Gordoa et al., whose reduction is a discrete modiﬁed KdV system. Then
we produce another new (2 + 1)-dimensional integrable discrete hierarchy with three
ﬁelds under a (2 + 1)-dimensional non-isospectral linear problem. We again generalize
the (1 + 1)- and (2 + 1)-dimensional discrete hierarchies to obtain a positive and
negative integrable discrete hierarchy. In addition, we obtain a discrete integrable
coupling system of the (1 + 1)-dimensional discrete hierarchy presented in the paper
by enlarging such the loop algebras. Next, we apply the second matrix loop algebra
to introduce an isospectral problem and deduce a new integrable discrete hierarchy,
whose quasi-Hamiltonian structure is derived from the trace identity proposed by Tu
Guizhang, which can be reduced to some modiﬁed Toda lattice equations. A type of
Darboux transformation of a reduced discrete system of the latter integrable discrete
hierarchy is obtained as well. We introduce two types of operator-Lie algebras
according to a given spectral problem by a matrix Lie algebra and apply the r-matrix
theory to obtain a few lattice integrable systems, including two (2 + 1)-dimensional
lattice systems.
PACS Codes: 05.45.Yv; 02.30.Jr; 02.30.Ik
Keywords: integrable discrete hierarchy; discrete integrable coupling; Lie algebra
1 Introduction
It has been an important work to search for new lattice integrable systems, since such lat-
tice systems not only have rich mathematical structures, e.g., Lax pairs, Bäcklund trans-
formations, Hamiltonian structures, soliton solutions, and so on, but also they have many
applications in mathematical physics, statistical physics, and quantum physics. Therefore,
one tries to seek for various integrable discrete systems via various methods including
mathematical and physical methods, such as the Ablowitz-Ladik lattice, the Toda lattice,
the Lotka-Volterra lattice, the diﬀerential-diﬀerence KdV equation, the Suris lattices, and
so on [–]. Fan and Yang [] introduced an isospectral problem and derived a lattice
hierarchy which reduced to the Ablowitz-Ladik and the Volterra hierarchies, respectively.
As far as the ( + )-dimensional integrable discrete systems and their some properties
are concerned, there are few works. For example, the ( + )-dimensional Toda lattice was
presented and it was veriﬁed that it has a Lax pair, a Hamiltonian structure, and soliton so-
lutions []. Two (+ )-dimensional integrable discrete hierarchies with three ﬁelds were
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constructed in terms of discrete zero curvature equations in []. Again in the case of a
( + )-dimensional non-isospectral linear problem, a new ( + )-dimensional integrable
lattice hierarchy, which is a generalization of the discrete second Painlevé hierarchy, was
investigated in []. By introducing fourth-order Laxmatrices, two (+)-dimensional in-
tegrable lattice hierarchies, which reduce to the twoMlaszak-Marciniak integrable lattice
hierarchies, were generated []. Tu [] once applied the Lie-algebra method to deduce
the Toda lattice hierarchy and its Hamiltonian structure combined with the variational
method. By following the way proposed by Zhang et al. [] one obtained some integrable
discrete hierarchies. One advantage for applying the Lie-algebra method to deduce in-
tegrable discrete hierarchies lies in adopting the well-known the Tu scheme [], which
conveniently introduces linear spectral problems andmanipulates similar steps as the case
of generating continuous integrable systems. Based on the scheme, Zhang and Tam []
obtained two integrable discrete integrable coupled systems of the Toda lattice, includ-
ing the linear and nonlinear discrete integrable couplings. All the works mentioned above
were performed under matrix Lie algebras. In the paper, we would like to employ the ﬁrst
matrix loop algebra to generate ( + )- and ( + )-dimensional integrable discrete hi-
erarchies, which generalize some results obtained in [], furthermore, we also obtain a
positive and negative integrable discrete hierarchy which implements the well-known re-
sults presented in [, , , , –].We again discuss a discrete integrable coupling of
the (+)-dimensional integrable discrete hierarchy which possesses an arbitrary parame-
ter derived by using an enlarging matrix loop algebra. Finally, we apply the second matrix
loop algebra to generate a new integrable discrete hierarchy which can be reduced to a
generalized Toda lattice equation, whose quasi-Hamiltonian structure is obtained. Fur-
thermore, a Darboux transformation of a reduced diﬀerential-diﬀerence equation system
of the latter discrete hierarchy is obtained. We introduce a discrete-operator associated
algebra whose elements are just like the form
L = uα+nEα+n + uα+n–Eα+n– + · · · + uαEα , –n < α ≤ –.
Blaszak and Marciniak [] discovered two types of operator Lie algebras based on the
above general associative algebra:
k =  : L = Eα+n + uα+n–Eα+n– + · · · + uαEα , uα+n = ,
k =  : L¯ = u¯α+nEα+n + u¯α+n–Eα+n– + · · · + Eα , u¯α = .
According to the operator Lie algebras, we shall introduce diﬀerent isospectral problems
according to deforms of the spectral problem () to deduce various lattice integrable
systems, including the Toda lattice system, further we derive their Lax pairs by using the
r-matrix theory. In the following, we ﬁrst recall the simplest matrix Lie algebra,
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equipped with the commutative relations hh = h,hh = h,hh = hh = ee = ﬀ =
,he = e, eh = ,hf = , fh = f , hf = f , fh = ,he = , eh = e, ef = h, fe = h, from
which we have [h, e] = e, [h, f ] = –f , [h, e] = –e, [h, f ] = f , [e, f ] = h ≡ h – h, [h, e] =




h(n),h(n), e(n), f (n)
}
,
where h(n) = hλn,h(n) = hλn, e(n) = eλn, f (n) = f λn,n ∈ Z.
The second loop algebra is given by
A¯ = span
{
h(n),h(n), e(n), f (n)
}
,
where h(n) = hλn,h(n) = hλn, e(n) = eλn+, f (n) = f λn+.
The purpose for recalling the above two-loop algebras aims at introducing spectral Lax
pairs, then with the help of various compatibility conditions, that is, various zero curva-
ture equations, to generate diﬀerent discrete integrable hierarchies. It is remarkable that
the compatibility of some spectral Lax pairs can be transformed into Lax equations. Dis-
cussions of the tensorial form of the Lax pair equations were discovered in a compact and
geometrically transparent form in the presence of Cartan’s torsion tensor, therefore, three
dimensional spacetimes admitting Lax tensors were analyzed in []. Besides, Balean et
al. in [] investigated the connection between Killing tensors and Lax operators, and two
examples, i.e., the Toda lattice system and the Rindler system, were analyzed in detail. Fur-
ther developments on discrete equations focus on fractional diﬀerence equations and their
diﬀerent properties emerged.Wu et al. [] showed that the Caputo-like delta derivative is
adopted as the diﬀerence operator and the master-slave synchronization for the fractional
diﬀerence equation was studied with a nonlinear couplingmethod. A lattice fractional dif-
fusion equation was proposed in Ref. [], and the numerical simulation of the diﬀusion
procession was discussed for various diﬀerence orders. In addition, Wu et al. [] pro-
posed the fractional logistic map and fractional Lorenz maps of Riemann-Liouville type
and the feedback control method was extended to discrete fractional equations. In Ref.
[], by the use of the Riemann-Liouville diﬀerences on time scales, the Riesz diﬀerence
was deﬁned in a consideration for discrete fractional modeling. Specially, the Adomian
decomposition method was adopted to solve the fractional partial diﬀerence equations
numerically. All the results presented in [–] could motivate us going on investigating
the generating discrete equations and discussing their properties applied to physical and
mathematical sciences.
2 Two integrable discrete hierarchies with three ﬁelds in 1 + 1 and 2 + 1
dimensions
Tu in [] proposed a method for generating discrete integrable hierarchies by the use of
loop algebras whose speciﬁc steps are as follows.
First introduce the spectral problem
ψn+ =Unψn, ψn,t = Vnψn.
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Then solve the stationary discrete zero curvature equation











am(n, t) bm(n, t)
cm(n, t) –am(n, t)
)
λ–m,
to obtain some recurrence relations among am,bm, cm.


























λγ tr(WUui ), i = , , . . . ,p,
to deduce the Hamiltonian structure of the discrete integrable hierarchies obtained by the
discrete zero curvature equations. The above procedure for generating discrete integrable
systems is called the Tu scheme.
In the following, we shall apply the Tu scheme and the ﬁrst loop algebra A˜ to generate
( + )- and ( + )-dimensional integrable discrete hierarchies, then generalize them to a
uniﬁed model which is a positive and negative integrable discrete system.
2.1 A (1 + 1)-dimensional integrable discrete hierarchy
Consider an isospectral problem
ψn+ =Unψn, ψn,t = Vnψn, ()












Denoting  = E – ,Ef (n) = f (n + ),E–f (n) = f (n – ), and solving the stationary discrete
zero curvature equation
(Vn)Un = [Un,Vn] ()




λsnAn + rnBn = qnCn – rnBn,
qnAn + λ–Bn = λsnBn – qnAn – λ–Bn,
λsnCn – rnAn = rnAn + λ–Cn – λsnCn,
qnCn – λ–An = rnBn – qnCn.
()
Substituting () into () gives rise to
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
snaj + rnbj = qncj – rnbj,
qnaj +bj = snbj+ – qnaj – bj,
sncj+ – rnaj = rnaj + cj – sncj+,
qncj+ –aj = rnbj+ – qncj+.
()


























a = –(E + )
qnrn–
snsn–sn–






. . . .
Remark  Equation () is similar to the stationary zero curvature equation of continuous
spectral problems
Vx = [U ,V ].






































The degree of the elements of the left-hand side of equation () is higher than –, while














= (am)h(–) – snbm+e() + snEcm+f ().
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Assuming V (m)(n) = (V
(m)









= snamh() – Ebme() + cmf ().
The compatibility condition of the following Lax pair:
ψn+ =Unψn, ψn,tm = V
(m)
(n) ψn

















Taking m = , equation () reduces to an integrable discrete system with three ﬁelds
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
sn,t = sn(E – ) qnrn–snsn–sn– – sn(E




















which generalizes the positive part of a result in [] except for constants.
Assumingm = , equation () reduces to the much simpler integrable discrete system
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
sn,t = qn+rnsn+ –
qnrn–
sn– ,
qn,t = qn+sn+ ,
rn,t = –rn–sn– .
()
It is easy to see that there exists an explicit relation among the three ﬁelds in () as follows:
sn = qnrn + f (n),
where f (n) is an arbitrary function with respect to variable n.
Let sn = , equation () becomes
⎧⎨
⎩qn,t = qn+ – qn+rn+qn+ – q

n+rn,
rn,t = qnrn– + qn–rn–rn– – rn–,
()
and
(E + )qnrn– – (E + )qnqn–rn–rn– – qnrn– = c, ()
where c is a constant independent of n, t. Equation () is a modiﬁed integrable discrete
KdV system with the constraint (). In fact, substituting () into () yields a reduced
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integrable discrete mKdV system
⎧⎨
⎩qn,t = qn+ – qn+rn+qn+ – q

n+rn,
rn,t =  qn+qn rn– – qn+rnrn– – 
c
qn .




















λ–An – Bnrn –qnAn + λsnBn
λ–Cn + rnAn –qnCn – λsnAn
)
.































= λsnBn – qnAn
ρn
.
































Inserting () into (), one infers that
δ
δQn
(qncm – rnsnbm+ + snam
ρn
)










⎟⎠ ≡ (γ – m)Pm.





rnsnbm+ – qncm – snam
mρn
. ()













snbm+ – qn(E + )am
–cm
⎞
⎟⎠ = JPm = J δHm+
δQn
, ()





–snrnqn – snρn  –snrn
–qnrnE – qnρnE  sn – qnrn(E + )
rn(ρn + qnrn) –ρn rn
⎞
⎟⎠
is not obviously a Hamiltonian operator.
Remark  Equation () is only a form of Hamiltonian structure. Perhaps it becomes a
Hamiltonian structure by introducing various modiﬁed terms n in generating the inte-
grable hierarchy (); of course, if changing themodiﬁed termsn, the discrete hierarchy is
also changed. As to this question, we shall discuss it as presented in [] in the forthcoming
time.
2.2 A (2 + 1)-dimensional integrable discrete hierarchy










where the spectral parameter λ = λ(y, t) satisﬁes a non-isospectral condition
λt = ω(λ)λy + β(λ), ()
here ω(λ) and β(λ) are two functions to be determined. The compatibility condition of

























j= aj(n, y, t)λm–j, Bn =
∑m
j= bj(n, y, t)λm–j+,
Cn =
∑m
j= cj(n, y, t)λm–j+.
()
The discrete stationary equation of () admits the following:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
sn,y + sna + rnb – qnc – rnb = ,
qn,y + qna +b + snb – qna – b = ,
rn,y + snc – rna + rna + c – snc = ,
–βm– + qnc –a + rnb – qnc = ,
()
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
–snβm–j+ + snaj + rnbj – qncj – rnbj = ,
qnaj +bj + snbj+ – qnaj – bj = ,
sncj+ – rnaj + rnaj – cj – sncj+ = ,




snam + rnbm – qncm – rnbm = ,
qnam +bm – qnam – bm = ,



























= –ω(λ)Un,y + β(λ)Un,λ = (qnam +bm – qnam – bm)e()










+ – amh() + amh(). ()




qn,tm = Ebm – qnam,
rn,tm = cm + rnam,
()
which is a ( + )-dimensional integrable discrete hierarchy. In the following, we consider


















Letm = , equation () reduces to a new ( + )-dimensional integrable discrete coupled
system
sn,t = –sna = –βsn + (n + )β
rnqn+
sn+





– qn+qn+rn – qnrnqn+,ysn+sn+
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– qnqn–rn–rn– – qnrn–qn–rn–,ysn–sn–


















– qn+qn+ – qn+qn+,ysn+sn+
























+ qn–rn–rn– – qn–rn–rn–,ysn–sn–
– rn– + rn–,ysn–sn–

















When taking a = , we may take a = α,β = , sn = , equations ()-() reduce to
⎧⎨
⎩qn,t = Eb – αqn,rn,t = c + αrn, ()
which can be written as
qnrn,t – rnqn,t = αqnrn.
If qn = , we have
rn = qng(n, y)eαt , ()
where g(n, y) =  is an arbitrary function independent of time t. Hence, equation () can
be reduced to a ( + )-dimensional integrable discrete equation
g(n, y)qn,t + αg(n, y)qn = c¯,
here c¯ = ceαt .
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2.3 A positive and negative integrable discrete hierarchy
Based on [], we introduce a ( + )-dimensional non-isospectral linear problem
⎧⎨





n ψn, λt = ω(λ)λy + β(λ),
()
where



































The compatibility condition of () has the same form as equation (). Substituting theUn
and V (m)n in () into equation (), combining the operation relations of the loop algebra
A˜ leads to⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
sn(E – )a = –sn,y, qnEa + pnb – qnd – snb = –qn,y,
snEc + rnEd – rna – pnc = –rn,y,
qnEc + Ed + pnd – rnb – d = ,
sn(E – )aj + rnEbj – qncj = snαm–j+,
qnEcj + pndj + Edj– – rnbj = αm–j+,
snEcj+ + rnEdj – rnaj – pncj+ – cj = ,
qnEaj + Ebj + pnEbj+ – snbj+ – qndj = , j = , , . . . ,m – ,
snEcm + rnEdm– – pncm – rnam– – cm– = ,
pnEbm – snbm + qnEam– – qndm– = ,




sn(E – )a¯ + rnEb¯ – qnc¯ = –sn,y,
rnEd¯ – rna¯ – c¯ = –rn,y,
qnEc¯ +d¯ + pnd¯ – rnb¯ = –pn,y,
d¯ = –pn,y,
sn(E – )a¯j + rnEb¯j+ – qnc¯j+ = snα–m+j,
snEc¯j + rnEd¯j – rna¯j – c¯j+ – pnc¯j = ,
qnEa¯j + Eb¯j+ + pnEb¯j – snb¯j – qnd¯j = ,
qnEc¯j + Ed¯j – rnb¯j + pnEd¯j– – d¯j – pnd¯j– = α–(m–j)–, j = , , . . . ,m – ,
rnEb¯m – qnc¯m = snα–,
Eb¯m – snb¯m– + pnb¯m– – qnd¯m– = .
()
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The corresponding (+)-dimensional positive and negative integrable discrete hierarchy
is obtained as follows:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
sn,tm = sn(E – )am + rnEbm – qncm,
rn,tm = rnEdm – rnam – cm + (snE – pn)c¯m,
qn,tm = qnEam + Ebm – qndm + (pnE – sn)b¯m,
pn,tm = qnEcm + pn(E – )dm – rnbm, m≥ .
()
qnEcm – rnbm = . ()
Given some initial values in terms of () and (), we could obtain some explicit
( + )-dimensional positive and negative integrable discrete hierarchies as long as
am,bm, cm,dm, c¯m, and b¯m are obtained. Here we only discuss the case where pn = . It
is easy to see that () reduces to
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
sn,tm = sn(E – )am + rnEbm – qncm,
rn,tm = rnEdm – rnam – cm + snEc¯m,
qn,tm = qnEam + Ebm – qndm – snb¯m.
()
Equation () is an obvious generalization of equations (.) and (.) presented in [].
Specially, when takingm = , () becomes the following:
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
sn,t = sn(E – )a + rnEb – qnc,
rn,t = rnd – rna – c + snEc¯,
qn,t = qnEa + Eb – qnd – snb¯,
()
and () turns to
rnb = qnEc. ()




















































–rnsnqn– + rnsnqn+,y – rnsnqn––
ρn,y
ρn














Substituting the related results obtained above into (), we can get one (+)-dimensional
positive and one negative discrete hierarchy with three ﬁelds; here we do not write it down
again.
When taking ∂y = , the ( + )-dimensional integrable discrete system () reduces to a
( + )-dimensional discrete system as follows:































– αnqn – α–qnrnqn–
– qnR(d) – snsn–qn– – α(n – )snqn– + snrnqn– + snqn–a¯, ()






















rnsn–qn– + rnrn–qn– – (rnqn– – qnErn)a¯







snqnrn+ – qnrn(qnrn) – α–sn – α–qnrn
]}
.
When taking sn = , equations ()-() can reduce to a new modiﬁed integrable discrete
system. Specially, if we take various values of the parameters α,α,α–, and α–, we can
get diﬀerent three-ﬁeld discrete systems. For example, assume α = α = α– = α– = ,














+ snsn+rn+ – snrn+rn+qn+
+ rnE–
{
rnsn–qn– + rnrn–qn– + (qnErn – rnqn–)–
qnsnrn+ – qnrn(qnrn)
ρn
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– snsn–qn– + snrnqn–
– qn–
{
rnsn–qn– + rnrn–qn– – qnsn+rn+ + qnrn+rn+qn+
+ (qnErn – rnqn–)–








Remark  If we could made use of the constrained condition () when deducing the
above integrable discrete systems, the local integrable discrete equations could be ob-
tained, here we do not go into that investigation again.
2.4 A discrete integrable coupling system
Obviously, the integrable discrete system () is an expanding integrable hierarchy, how-
ever, it is not a discrete integrable coupling. Because nonlinear integrable couplings could
lead to new integrable systems diﬀerent from the original ones, it has been an interest-
ing work for us to seek new integrable couplings, specially discrete integrable couplings.
In this section we could have discussed the discrete integrable couplings of the ( + )-
dimensional positive and negative integrable discrete hierarchy obtained in the paper;
however, for the sake of simpler computations, we onlywant to investigate discrete nonlin-
ear integrable couplings of the positive part of equation (). It is remarkable that equation
() is diﬀerent fromequation () -why is that so?Actually, we can verify that if eliminating
the constrained condition () according to the Tu scheme, equation () is just equiva-
lent to equation (). Therefore, in the following, we apply the Tu scheme to deduce some
discrete integrable couplings of the integrable discrete system (). For this purpose, we
must enlarge the Lie algebra A as done in []: Take













































Q = span{H,H,E,F ,T,T,T,T}, Q =Q ⊕Q,
here Q = span{H,H,E,F},Q = span{T,T,T,T}. It is easy to verify that
[Q,Q]⊂Q, [Q,Q]⊂Q, ()
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which implies the Lie group corresponding to the Lie algebraQ is a symmetric space [].
Usually, in the case of a symmetric space, the obtained integrable couplings according to
the Tu scheme are nonlinear. First of all, we investigate an analog of equation () in terms
of the Tu scheme which contains an arbitrary parameter. Then we further discuss its dis-
crete integrable coupling system. Based on the above idea, we deduce discrete integrable












which is diﬀerent from (). Substituting () into equation () yields
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
snaj + rnbj = qncj – rnbj,
qncj+ –aj = –qncj+ + rnbj+,
qnaj +bj = snbj+ – qnaj – bj,
sncj+ – rnaj = –sncj+ + cj + qnaj,
()
which is similar to equation (), but the terms of odd numbers in () are all taken to
be zero. Equation () has various degrees of elements of loop algebra which are –, , ,





= (snam+ + rnbm+ + rnbm+)h(–)
+ (qncm+ – rnbm+ + qncm+)h(–) + (sncm+ + sncm+)f () – snbm+e()
≡ Pn. ()
Remark  Equation () could have terms such as sncm+f (),qncm+h(), . . . , here we
omit them due to equation ().
Take











h(m – j) – h(m – j)
)
+ bje(m – j + ) + cjf (m – j + )
]
,









= snamh() + (cm – σ rn)f () + (–Ebm + σqn)e()≡ n.
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qn,tm = Ebm – σqn,
rn,tm = –cm + σ rn.
()
Comparing equation () with equation (), there is no diﬀerence except for the param-
eter σ as regards the forms. In the following, we only deduce a simple discrete integrable








Hj(n) =Hjλn, E(n) = Eλn, F(n) = Fλn,
Ti(n) = Tiλn, j = , ; i = , , , .
Applying the loop algebra Q˜ we introduce a Lax pair as follows:
⎧⎨



















Solving the discrete stationary zero curvature equation
(V¯n)Un = [U¯n, V¯n] ()
shows that the ﬁrst part is equation (), the second part is as follows:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
uaj + ubj + rnfj + ufj = qngj – rnfj + ucj + ugj – ubj – ufj,
ucj + qngj + ugj = –qngj + rnfj – ucj – ugj + ubj + ufj,
uaj –fj = snfj+ – fj + ubj+ + ufj+ – uaj,
–uaj + ucj+ + sngj+ + ugj+
= –sngj+ + gj – ucj+ – ugj+ + ugj.
()
Equation () decomposes into two parts
–(V¯n)+U¯n + [U¯n, V¯n] = (V¯n)–U¯n – [U¯n, V¯n]. ()
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Similar to the discussion as above, one infers that
–(V¯n)+U¯n + [U¯n, V¯n]
= Pn + [uam+ + ubm+ + rnfm+ + ufm+ – qngm+
+ rnfm+ – ucm+ – ugm+ + ubm+]T(–) + [ucm+ + qngm+
+ ugm+ – rnfm+ + ucm+ + ugm+ – ubm+ – ufm+]T(–)
– (snfm+ + ubm+ + ufm+)T()
+ (ucm+ + sngm+ + ugm+ + sngm+ + ucm+)T(). ()














qn,tm = Ebm – σqn,
rn,tm = –cm + σ rn,
u,tm = –uam,
u,tm = –Efm – σu,
u,tm = uEam + σu.
()
3 Applications of the second loop algebra
In the section we shall apply the Tu scheme and the second loop algebra A¯ to deduce a
new integrable discrete hierarchy whose quasi-Hamiltonian formwill be derived from the
trace identity proposed by Tu [] when α = . This is a new application of the Tu scheme.
3.1 A new integrable discrete hierarchy and its reductions
Consider the following isospectral problems:























The stationary discrete zero curvature equation
(Vn)Un = [Un,Vn] ()




(λpn + α)Aλ + rnBλ = qnCλ – rnBλ,
qnAλ + snBλ = Bλ(λpn + α) + qnDλ – qnAλ – snBλ,
(λpn + λα)C + rnDλ = rnAλ + snCλ –C(λpn + αλ) – rnDλ,
qnCλ + snDλ = rnBλ – qnCλ.
()
Substituting () into () yields
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
pnaj+ + αaj + rnbj = qncj – rnbj,
qnaj+ + snbj = pnbj+ + αbj + qndj+ – qnaj+ – snbj,
pncj+ + αcj + rndj+ = rnaj+ + sncj – pncj+ – αcj – rndj+,
qncj+ + sndj+ = rnbj+ – qncj+.
()
Taking a = , solving the above equations, we ﬁnd that





















+ qn(α – δpn)pn
,







– sn–rn–pn–pn– , . . . equation ()









































It is easy to see that the degrees of the left-hand side of () are higher than , while for














= pnam+h() + (qnam+ – pnbm+ – qndm+ + qnam+)e()
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+ (pncm+ + rndm+ – rnam+ + pncm+ + rndm+)f ()
= pnam+h() + (–snbm + αbm – snbm)e() + (–αcm + sncm – αcm)f ().
Letting V(n) = (V (m)n )+ + dm+h(), a direct calculation gives
–(V(n))Un + [Un,V(n)]
= pnam+h() – sndm+h() + (qndm+ + αbm – snEbm)e()
+ (–rnEdm+ + sncm – αEcm)f ().
Hence, the discrete zero curvature equation
Un,tm – (V(n))Un + [Un,V(n)] = 





qn,tm = pnbm+ – qnEam+,
rn,tm = rnam+ – pnEcm+.
()




pn,t = qnrn–pn– –
qn+rn
pn+ ,
































In the following, we deduce a quasi-Hamiltonian form of the integrable discrete hierarchy
(). It is easy to see that




(snA – rnB)h() + (–qnC + αD)h() + pnDh()




M = αsn + (pnsn – qnrn)λ.
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–qnAλ + αBλ + pnBλ
)
.
When α = , substituting the above results and () into the trace identity shows that
δ
δu
(pnsnam+ – pnrnbm+ – qnrnam+ + qnsncm – qnrndm+
pnsn – qnrn
)












































–pn   –pnrn
 sn qnsn 
qnpn – qnpnE   pnsn – qnrnE







































⎟⎟⎟⎠ = J δHm+δu , ()
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where
Hm+ =
pnsnam+ – pnrnbm+ – qnrnam+ + qnsncm – qnrndm+
(–m + γ )(pnsn – qnrn)
,
the constant γ can be determined by some initial values of equation ().
3.2 A Darboux transformation of equation (63)
In order to conveniently deduce the Darboux transformation of equation (), we ﬁrst




one makes a transformation of the eigenfunction
ψ˜n = Tnψn,
then the above spectral problems are transformed to
Eψ˜n(λ) = Tn+UnT–n ψ˜n(λ),
dψ˜n




U˜n(p˜n, q˜n) = Tn+UnT–n , V˜n(p˜n, q˜n) = (Tn,t + TnVn)T–n .
We hope to construct the matrix Tn by the use of such the eigenfunctions so that
Tn+UnT–n and (Tn,t +TnVn)T–n have the same structures asUn andVn.With this purpose,
we should take various matrices Tn according to the given diﬀerent spectral problems.
To obtain the Darboux transformations of equation (), we rewrite its Lax pair as fol-
lows:
ψn+ =Unψn, Un = pnh() + qne() + rnf (), ()
dψn(λ)
dt = V(n)ψn, V(n) = ah() + dh() + be() + cf ()) + dh(). ()
We ﬁrst make a transformation of the eigenfunction
ψ˜n = Tnψn. ()
By equation (), equations () and () can be transformed into
ψ˜n+ = Tn+UnT–n ψ˜n ≡ U˜nψ˜n, ()
dψ˜n
dt = (Tn,t + TnVn)T
–
n ψ˜n ≡ V˜nψ˜n. ()
Suppose ψn = (ψn,ψn)T ,φn = (φn,φn)T are two linear independent eigenfunctions of
the spectral problems () and () corresponding to the solutions pn,qn, rn. We want to
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construct the matrix Tn by using such the two eigenfunctions so that U˜n and V˜n have the
same structures as Un and Vn. For this purpose, we take the matrix Tn as follows:
Tn =
(
λ + an bnλ
cnλ λ + dn
)
,
where an,bn, cn, and dn will be expressed by ψn,φn. Assume that λ,λ are two arbitrary






, ˜n = Tnn,
then when λ takes the values λi (i = , ) the two column vectors in Tn and ˜n are linear
dependent, which means that
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩















, i = , ,
where γi are suitable constants chosen. From (), we can easily have
αi(n + ) =
rnλi
–λi pn + αi(n)qnλi
≡ νi(n)
μi(n)
, i = , . ()
Thus, one infers that
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩









dn+ = λλ(μνλ–μνλ)νμλ–μνλ .
()
Theorem Assume U˜n = p˜nh() + q˜ne() + r˜nf (), then we have
p˜n = pn, q˜n = qn – pnbn, r˜n = rn + pncn+, ()
which is a set of new solutions of equations () and ().The proof of the theorem is similar
to that presented in [, ] and [] by using ()-(), here we omit it.
Remark  Just like discussions for the applications of the loop algebra A˜, we could also
investigate the integrable couplings of the integrable discrete hierarchy () and the associ-
ated ( + )-dimensional integrable discrete systems for further applications of the second
loop algebra A¯, here we do not again go into details in this paper.
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4 Reductions of the isospectral problem (54) and some applications
In this subsection, we shall deform the isospectral problem () to obtain the well-known
parametrized Toda lattice equation and other new lattice integrable systems including
( + )-dimensional lattice equations and their Lax pairs by applying the r-matrix method
[, ]. In the following, we recall the notion on r-matrix. A r-matrix from g to itself is
deﬁned by []
rk : g → g, rk = P≥k – P<k , ()








P<k =  – P≤k
stands for a projection operator from g to a Lie subalgebra g<k = {∑i<k uiEi}. In addition,
we have the fact
g = g≤k ⊕ g<k .









, k = , . ()
Equation () can be written as
Eφ = λpnψ + αψ + qnψ, Eψ = rnψ + snψ. ()
When sn = , we have
ψ = E–rnψ. ()
Substituting () into the ﬁrst equation of () yields




which can be simpliﬁed to
unEψ + vnψ +wnE–ψ = λψ , ()




L = unE + vn +wnE–. ()
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It can be veriﬁed that all the operators like () consist of a Lie algebra g if un =  and if
equipped with a commutator
[L,L] = LL – LL. ()
Now we take k = ,q = ; equation () gives rise to the simplest lattice system
⎧⎨
⎩wn,t = ( – E
–)vn,
vn,t = (E – )wn.






Eψ = λpnψ + αEψ + qnrnψ + qnsnψ
leads to the following form:
Eψ = unEψ + αEψ + vnψ +wnE–ψ , ()
where ψ =ψ.
Denote
L = E – unE – vn –wnE–,
then () becomes
E–Lψ = αψ . ()
Denote
L¯ = E–L = E + un + vnE– +wnE–,
then equation () becomes
L¯ψ = αψ . ()
If we regard the parameter α as a spectral parameter and let α = λ, then () is just right
an isospectral problem of the spatial part
L¯ψ = λψ . ()
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Set q = , it is easy to calculate that
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
un,t = (E – )vn,
vn,t = (E – )wn + vn( – E–)un–,
wn,t = wn(un – un–),
()
which is a three-ﬁeld integrable system.When taking wn = , equation () reduces to the
well-known reparameterized Toda lattice equation:










= E + (un + un+)E + un + vn + vn+.
Equation () admits the following new three-ﬁeld lattice system:
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
un,t = wn+ –wn + (E – )[vn(un + un+)],
vn,t = wn+(un + un+) –wn(un– + un–) + vn(E – )(vn– + vn + un–),
wn,t = wn[(E – )(vn– + vn– + un–)].
()
In the following, we shall deduce the Lax pairs of the lattice systems () and (). Set
ψ = E–ψ ,ψ = E–ψ ,ψ =ψ , then the spectral equation () gives
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
Eψ = (λ – un)ψ – vnψ –wnψ,
Eψ =ψ,
Eψ =ψ,
which is equivalent to the following spectral problem:
n+ =U , ()
where  = (ψψ,ψ)T ,U =





When q = , we represent A = P≥(L¯), one infers that
Aψ =ψ + un–ψ,
Aψ =ψ + un–ψ,
Aψ = λψ – vnψ –wnψ,
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vn– + vn– + un– un– + un– 
–wn vn– + un– λ + un–
–(λ + un)wn –λvn – unvn –wn+ λ + vn
⎞
⎟⎠ . ()
4.1 (2 + 1)-Dimensional lattice systems and Lax pairs
In the following, we want to deduce (+)-dimensional integrable lattice equations which




aj(n)Ej, i = , , . . . , ()
where aj(n) are to be determined from the following equation via the recurrent procedure
[]:
[∇Ci, L˜ – ∂y] = , ()
then we have the following ( + )-dimensional lattice hierarchy:
L˜ti =
[
P≥(∇Ci), L˜ – ∂y
]
, ()
where P≥(∇Ci) =∑j≥ aj(n)Ej.
We take
L˜ = L¯ – ∂y, L¯ = E + un + vnE– +wnE–, ∇C = a(n) + a(n)E + a(n)E,
then from () we have
a(n) = un + un+, a =Hun + vn + vn+ +Huny, a(n) = ,




un,t = vn+(un + un+) +wn+ –wn – vn(un + un–)
+Huny + vny + vn+,y +Hunyy,
vn,t = vn(E – )[un– + (E + )vn– + un–,y] + (E – )(unwn +wnun–),
wn,t = wn(E – )(E– + E–)[Hun + vnvn+ +Huny].
()
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According to [, ], we can also derive a ( + )-dimensional lattice system correspond-
ing to the ( + )-dimensional lattice equation () as follows:
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
un,t = (E – )vna(n – ) + a(n)wn+ –wna(n – ) + ay,
vn,t = vn(E – )a(n – ) + a(n)wn+ –wna(n – ),
wn,t = wn(a(n) – a(n – )),
()
where
a(n) = un + un+ + un+,




(E – )–(E + )un
+ (E – )–(un + un+ + un+)y,
a(n) = un(E – )–a(n) +wn +wn+ +wn+ + un+vn+ + unvn























V = a(n – ) + a(n – )vn –wn+ – (λ – un+ + ∂y)vn,
V = a(n – )wn – (λ – un+ + ∂y)wn,
V = a(n – ) + a(n – )(λ – un + ∂y) + (λ – un+ + ∂y) – vn+,
V = a(n)vn – a(n)(λ – un+ + ∂y)vn – a(n)wn+ – (λ – un+ + ∂y)(λ – un+ + ∂y)vn
+ vnvn+ – (λ – un+ + ∂y)wn+,
V = –a(n)wn – a(n)(λ – un+ + ∂y)wn +wnvn+ – (λ – un+ + ∂y)(λ – un+ + ∂y)wn,
V = a(n) + a(n)(λ – un + ∂y) + a(n)(λ – un+ + ∂y)(λ – un + ∂y) – a(n)vn+
–wn+ – vn+(λ – un + ∂y) + (λ – un+ + ∂y)(λ – un+ + ∂y)(λ – un + ∂y)
– (λ – un+ + ∂y)vn+.
Remark  We have obtained the Lax pairs of equations (), (), (), and (), from
which we could investigate their inﬁnite conservation laws and diﬀerent Darboux trans-
formations just like in the ways presented before. Hence we do not want to go into a dis-
cussion of them again in this paper.
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